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his first book, the path to the nest of the tortoises (1946), was a collection of short stories set in the
sicilian countryside, and it earned calvino the prestigious premio metastasio, given by the accademia

della crusca, the learned society for italian literature. his first novel, the baron in the trees (1949),
was set in the vicinity of san remo, and it won the premio campiello. his second novel, mr. palomino
(1951), was the first of a trilogy about a young man who falls in love with a sicilian called benigno,
and who has to cross the alps to persuade him to return to his native town, palermo. palomino is a
patrician of amalfi. the first of calvino's novels to find a wide readership in english, the baron in the

trees has been translated into seven languages; and his other books have been translated into many
others. in addition to his books about benigno, mr. palomino, and the baron in the trees, he wrote

the king [end page 578] and the queen, a trilogy of historical novels set in sicily, the likeness of the
world, a novel that examines the origins of love, six memos for the next millennium, and the cloven
viscount. the major themes of calvino s work are love and exile. in love, he looks at the "happiness"
that is exiled from its normal place, and that may have been sacrificed by the love of the sea, of the
sicilian landscape. in exile, he tries to comprehend his own condition, and the condition of the people

of his country. calvino is also the author of several collections of poetry: the cloven viscount,
(translated by elisabetta calvacante) is a story that is partly fairy-tale, partly crime story, and partly
existentialist drama. it tells the story of a few weeks in the life of a sicilian aristocrat in the 1980s.
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calvino finished la partita, or the national pastime in september 1958 and sent it to bernardo
bertolucci. its success was immediate and stunning. calvino was now an international literary star, a

success he could only dream of. la partita was translated into eight languages and was a big hit,
selling more than 300,000 copies. the italian version in particular caused a sensation. the success of
this film was such that calvino was quickly offered the job of illustrating a childrens version of it, a

project he was glad to accept. but the risk of going back to that world was also evident. he wrote to
bertolucci on 14 december 1958: the new film is a big success, but the world of cinema is a small

world, and i have a feeling that, even now, the film will be seen only by a limited public. in it there is
no place for me, there is no place for me: all the characters and events are set, and i cant play the
part of the poet, the part of the artist. (196). 11 in 1958 he also wrote: i have signed for a childrens
film, which may be published this year, or next. the novel i am working on will come out next year. i
have no idea how it will be translated into other languages. i wouldnt expect it to be translated into
english, but it could happen, one never knows. (231). in 1960 calvino resumed work on la partita,

now working on the screenplay, which became the film l 'avventura dei cento cani. the film was even
more successful, selling more than one million copies. 12 the year 1960 also marked the first public
appearance of le clave, or the keys to il giardino dei finzi-contini, the story of two brothers who live

and work together and who share their house with their grandfather, the artist finzi-contini. the novel
is set in the 1920s and follows the fortunes of the brothers, alberto and roberto, and their interaction
with the artists house. 13 the book was well received by the critics. it was published in an edition of

100 copies by einaudi in 1961, but only sold 24. the result of this popular success was to make
calvino a celebrity in italy, a fact he could not help but be aware of. in june 1961 he wrote to gianni

de nardo: ill be in boston on july 4 at the b.f.i.a. conference, and i think that my book will be the most
popular at the conference (105). a few months later, in september 1961, he wrote to de nardo: if i
write my own biography and if i publish the diary that i wrote in 1940, and if i publish a life of finzi-
contini, i would be admitting that i was a writer and that i am a writer. and that i am not a writer,

that i have no personality of my own, that i dont exist as a person. (310). 14 two days later he was
more explicit: to write a biography of myself, of my life and of my thoughts, is to tell the tale of a

ghost. (311). 15 5ec8ef588b
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